
 

Lesson 17  

Vocabulary Test 151-200  

 
Vocabulary Quiz - "P" Words  

1. A person who takes care of, or brings up another is called a ___. 

  

2. The opposite of rich is ___. 

  

3. Legal or official authority is called ___. 

  

4. Something that is of great value or of high price is ___. 

  

5. A ___ is a humorous use of a word. 

    

6. To be on time is to be ___. 

  

7. A word of politeness used when requesting something. e.g. ___ help me. 

  

8. Tailors often use ___ when preparing clothes. 

  

9. A ___ is something that is produced, usually in a factory. 

  

10. Two things of the same kind to be used together are called a ___. 

  

Vocabulary Quiz - "Q" Words  
1. When the earth shakes we call it a ___ 

   

  



2. The amount of a number of something is the ___ 

  

3. The female ruler of a country is a ___ 

  

4. One fourth of something is a ___ 

  

5. A line of people waiting for something is called a ___ 

  

6. Something that takes a short time is ___ 

  

7. When there is little or no movement or sound, then all is ___ 

  

8. What "Q word" is to ask questions as a test of knowledge? 

  

9. To repeat or write words someone else has said or written is to ___ 

  

10. To give up something like a job or school is to ___ 

   

Vocabulary Quiz - "R" Words  
1. A dried sweet grape is called a ___ 

    

2. Something in its natural state or uncooked is ___ 

    

3. Something that isn't imagined or made up is ___ 

   

4. The back part of something is the ___ 

   

5. To accept, take or get something is to ___ 

   

6. A wild dance party with thousands of people is called a ___ 

    

7. The thing used for shaving hair from the skin is called a ___ 

    

8. A person who is impolite or doesn't show respect is ___ 

    



9. A tough elastic material which is used to make tyres and erasers is called ___ 

    

10. What word is the opposite of urban and means the countryside ___ 

  

Vocabulary Quiz - "S" Words  
1. A small word that means unhappy is ___ 

    

2. A leather seat used for riding on horses or bicycle is called a ___ 

    

3. The money you get, usually monthly, for working is your ___ 

    

4. To look carefully to find someone or something is to ___ 

   

5. Someone who thinks about their own needs all the time is said to be ___ 

   

6. What word means "like" or "of the same sort"? 

    

7. To show happiness or amusement by turning the corners of your mouth up is 

to ___ 

   

8. A creature which has eight legs and spins a web to catch food is a ___ 

  

9. A small usually round mark on something which is a different colour is called 

a ___ 

  

10. A comfortable long piece of furniture used for sitting or lounging is a ___ 

  

Vocabulary Quiz - "T" Words  
1. The four round, black things covering the metal wheels are known as ___ 

  

2. Two babies born at the same time to the same mother are ___ 

  

3. The usually white, thick stuff with a minty taste which is used to brush teeth 

with is called ___ 

   



4. Something you aim at is called a ___ 

   

5. The noise that follows lightning is ___ 

   

6. The traditional bird which is eaten for Thanksgiving in the U.S. and at 

Christmas in England is a ___ 

  

7. A person whose job is to cut and sew cloth into clothes is a ___ 

  

8. An instrument used to tell the temperature of things is called a ___ 

  

9. Trains, planes, ships, cars, and bikes are all forms of ___ 

  

10. A very strong and violent storm that is found in the Pacific is called a ___ 

  

 


